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Abstract Negative interactions have been suggested

as a major barrier for species arriving in a new habitat.

More recently, positive interactions drew attention

from community assembly theory and invasion

science. The invasional meltdown hypothesis (IMH)

introduced the idea that positive interactions among

non-native species could facilitate one another’s

invasion, even increasing their impact upon the native

community. Many studies have addressed IMH, but

with contrasting results, reflecting various types of

evidence on a multitude of scales. Here we use the

hierarchy-of-hypotheses (HoH) approach to differen-

tiate key aspects of IMH, organizing and linking

empirical studies to sub-hypotheses of IMH. We also

assess the level of empirical support for each sub-

hypothesis based on the evidence reported in the

studies. We identified 150 studies addressing IMH.

The majority of studies support IMH, but the evidence

comes from studies with different aims and questions.

Supporting studies at the community or ecosystem

level are currently rare. Evidence is scarce for marine

habitats and vertebrates. Few sub-hypotheses are

questioned by more than 50% of the evaluated studies,
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indicating that non-native species do not affect each

other’s survival, growth, reproduction, abundance,

density or biomass in reciprocal A $ B interactions.

With the HoH for IMH presented here, we can monitor

progress in empirical tests and evidences of IMH. For

instance, more tests at the community and ecosystem

level are needed, as these are necessary to address the

core of this hypothesis.

Keywords Facilitation � Mutualism � Review � Non-

indigenous � Exotic

Introduction

Upon arriving in a new environment, non-native

species have to contend with a new set of interacting

species that may constitute biotic barriers for their

survival and establishment. This ecological barrier

imposed on newcomers is attributed to negative

interactions (e.g., direct and indirect competition,

predation) with native species, but it is possible that

new positive interactions (e.g., mutualism) with a

native species or even with other non-natives arise that

may aid in non-native species establishment, popula-

tion growth and subsequent impacts (Simberloff and

Von Holle 1999). Although less attention has been

given to positive as compared to negative interactions

(Lortie and Callaway 2009; Stachowicz 2001; Bruno

et al. 2003), it is now acknowledged that positive

interactions sometimes play a decisive role in shaping

communities and regulating ecosystem structure and

function (Halpern et al. 2007; Brooker et al. 2008;

Soliveres et al. 2015).

Linking the importance of positive interactions and

factors influencing non-native species success, Sim-

berloff and Von Holle (1999) quantified how fre-

quently positive interactions among non-native

species occur compared to negative ones. Based on

the widespread occurrence of positive interactions

found between non-native species, Simberloff and

Von Holle (1999) coined the term ‘invasional melt-

down’ (IM) ‘‘for the process by which a group of

nonindigenous species facilitate one another’s inva-

sion in various ways, increasing the likelihood of

survival and/or of ecological impact, and possibly the

magnitude of impact’’. To date, the publication of the

Simberloff and Von Holle (1999) paper on the

invasional meltdown hypothesis (IMH) has received

876 citations in the ISI Web of Science database

(checked on 16 May 2017).

With many citations come contrasting results. An

evaluation of six major hypotheses in invasion biology

showed that IMH had the highest level of support

(Jeschke et al. 2012). However, a recent meta-analysis

on animal interactions showed that invaders most

commonly reduce one another’s performance rather

than facilitating each other (Jackson 2015). The

discrepancy between these and other studies might

be due to the fact that the definition of IMH is broad,

and several different aspects of the hypothesis might

be tested in different ways and scales in different

studies, leading authors to different conclusions. This

has been pointed out as a major source of contradictory

results for several hypotheses in invasion biology

(Heger et al. 2013; Heger and Jeschke 2014). Words

such as ‘‘various ways’’ which appear in the IMH

definition (see the previous paragraph) are open to

different interpretations. However, being broad and

imprecise is a characteristic of most major hypotheses

in ecology, and with few exceptions they can be tested

only if further specified (Heger et al. 2013; Heger and

Jeschke 2014).

Three different types of interaction scenarios

involving non-native species are typically amalga-

mated under the umbrella of IMH. First, a non-native

species facilitates any aspect of another’s invasion

(e.g., survival, reproduction, resource acquisition),

while the latter has no detected influence on the former

(?/0 interaction). Second, both species have a recip-

rocal effect on one another (?/? interaction; as

mentioned in Simberloff and Von Holle’s definition).

And third, more than two species interact through

direct and/or indirect effects. These three interaction

scenarios are typically indiscriminately cited as IM in

the literature. Due to the pronounced differences

between these scenarios, we argue that differentiating

them is important for better understanding IM and

evaluating IMH.

Studies on IMH also differ in the ecological level

they consider. For example, a study might report that

one non-native suppresses a native population (e.g.,

through predation or competition), causing local

abundance of the native species to decline and

consequently leading to an increase of a different

non-native species’ abundance through competitor

release. This would constitute population-level
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evidence for IMH. Another study might report com-

munity and ecosystem alterations. For example, in the

above-mentioned scenario the benefited non-native

species may be a plant that alters soil properties and

nutrient availability, which in turn leads to a compo-

sitional change in the community. Such evidence

would address the level of communities or ecosystems

instead of populations. Simberloff (2006) highlighted

that most evidence available at that date was from the

population level.

In order to fully understand and evaluate IMH, we

need to separate these different aspects of the hypoth-

esis (type of interaction and ecological levels) into

more specific sub-hypotheses. The hierarchy-of-hy-

pothesis (HoH) approach (Jeschke et al. 2012; Heger

et al. 2013; Heger and Jeschke 2014) is a new tool for

research synthesis that can be used, along with

systematic reviews and meta-analyses, for disentan-

gling different key aspects of major hypotheses. The

HoH approach can be seen as an extended systematic

review where available empirical studies for a given

major hypothesis are linked to hierarchically divided

sub-hypotheses of the major hypothesis. An HoH is a

special case of ontology. ‘‘Ontologies are formal

models that define concepts and their relationships

within a scientific domain’’ (p. 160 in Madin et al.

2008), and we agree with Madin et al. (2008) that their

wider usage would advance ecological enquiry. Thus

far, the HoH approach has been applied in detail to the

enemy release hypothesis (Heger and Jeschke 2014); a

first application has been presented in Jeschke et al.

(2012), and for some critical comments on the

approach see Farji-Brener and Amador-Vargas

(2014).

In view of the contradictory results presented so far

for IMH, our objectives are: (1) to apply the HoH

approach in order to differentiate key aspects of IMH

and represent these as sub-hypotheses of IMH, (2) to

link empirical studies on IMH to these sub-hypothe-

ses, (3) to evaluate the level of support for the different

sub-hypotheses, and (4) to identify current gaps to

guide future research.

Methods

To identify empirical studies on IMH, we searched the

ISI Web of Science database for all publications citing

Simberloff and Von Holle (1999) until 21 November

2014. Such a search is possible for IMH, as the

publication by Simberloff and Von Holle (1999) is

clearly recognized in the field as the first and single

paper coining the term ‘‘invasional meltdown’’;

therefore, most studies testing IMH are likely referring

to it. We did not consider books, which often do not

report primary results, nor theoretical studies, because

we restricted our analyses to empirical tests of IMH.

We also excluded meta-analyses and reviews because

these articles do not provide original results and

including them would result in double-counting

empirical findings.

We screened 637 papers citing Simberloff and Von

Holle (1999). Of those, we identified 150 relevant

empirical studies (i.e., studies reporting any interac-

tion among at least two non-native species) that were

included in the analysis. Following Heger and Jeschke

(2014), we classified the evidence reported in each of

the 150 studies as either supporting (i.e., positive

effect among the studied non-native species), ques-

tioning (i.e., not supporting; negative effect among the

studied non-native species), or being undecided (i.e.,

inconclusive evidence, e.g., a non-native species

negatively affects growth but enhances survival of

another non-native species). In other words, we scored

each empirical test of IMH at one of these three levels.

We did so by considering all provided evidence,

particularly effect sizes reported in the studies. Our

approach is distinct from vote counting where empir-

ical tests are classified based only on the statistical

significance they report (Borenstein et al. 2009;

Koricheva et al. 2013). Vote counting has additional

shortcomings and should be avoided (see Koricheva

et al. 2013, p. 6 for more details). An alternative

approach to the one applied here would be to use effect

sizes directly, but it is unclear to which degree effect

size values are comparable across sub-hypotheses,

taxonomic groups, ecological levels and spatiotempo-

ral scales. We thus decided to apply a three-level

ordinal scoring approach.

We created the HoH by dividing IMH into sub-

hypotheses using the following criteria:

1. Type of interaction, classified as either: (1.1)

A ? B, where two non-native species interact

and only one is affected, with no evidence of

effect for the second (e.g., direct facilitation);

(1.2) A $ B, where two non-native species

interact and both species are affected (e.g.,
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mutualism); or (1.3) multi-species interaction,

that is an interaction network between three or

more non-native species (e.g., one species affects

the interaction between the second and third

species).

2. Ecological level, classified as either: (2.1) indi-

vidual, (2.2) population, (2.3) community, or (2.4)

ecosystem level. This criterion relates to the

measured parameter that was affected by the

respective interaction (see 3).

3. For the individual, population and community

levels, the diversity of available studies made it

necessary to subdivide them further according to

what was affected by the respective interaction:

Individual level: (2.1.1) resource (e.g., food source,

feeding preference, predation, herbivory), (2.1.2)

survival, growth or reproduction, (2.1.3) dispersal of

individuals, (2.1.4) impact on individuals of native

species.

Population level: (2.2.1) abundance, density or

biomass, (2.2.2) population dispersal, (2.2.3) impact

on native population.

Community level: (2.3.1) composition, (2.3.2)

richness (2.3.3) diversity (2.3.4) impact on native

community.

For six papers (see ESM Appendix 1), it was not

possible to identify the variable used to quantify the

effect of the interaction between the involved non-

native species; thus these studies were excluded from

the analysis of ‘‘effect of interactions’’ sub-hypothesis

(they were included for other analyses).

Regarding the non-native species involved, we

additionally recorded whether they historically belong

to the same native range (an indication of co-

evolution) (information classified according to the

study); the immediacy of the interaction (that is,

whether their interactions were direct or indirect,

indirect interactions are the ones where species A

alters the effect that species B has on species C); the

habitat (terrestrial, freshwater, marine); taxonomic

group (eubacteria/archaea/viruses, plants, algae,

fungi; invertebrates subdivided into crustaceans,

insects, mollusks, other invertebrates; vertebrates

subdivided into fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds

and mammals); and the number of non-native species

investigated. We divided the studies per group to

check whether IMH support has been biased toward

any ecosystem or some specific group of organism.

We also recorded which research method was applied

(experiment or observation; conducted in the field,

enclosure [including exclosure and common garden],

or in the laboratory) and if the evidence provided was

analyzed quantitatively with statistics, quantitatively

without statistics (e.g., studies that only graphically

plot data and/or include simple descriptive statistics

such as averages), or only qualitatively (only non-

numerical information is presented). The above-men-

tioned analyses regarding methodological issues of the

studies were conducted to verify the robustness of

IMH tests. For example, controlled experiments

employing quantitative (statistical) analyses may be

considered more robust than purely observational

studies based on descriptive analyses. And last, we

recorded year of publication to identify possible

changes in hypothesis relevance as evidence is gath-

ered over the years. To do so, we additionally

compared the number of studies found in our survey

with the number of published papers on invasion

biology indexed in the ISI Web of Science database.

This additional search for general invasion biology

studies was done using the key-words: species AND

inva* OR introduced OR alien OR exotic OR non-

native OR non-indigenous.

The studies differ in several important aspects

(research method, number of species investigated,

type of interaction, ecological level), and these are of

major importance when one evaluates IMH. We thus

weighted studies according to these aspects, adapting

the formula suggested by Heger and Jeschke (2014)

for study weight w:

w ¼ m�
ffiffiffi

n
p

� i� j;

where, m is a score for the research method (1 for

observational enclosure studies, 2 for observational

field studies or experimental laboratory studies, 4 for

experimental enclosure studies and 8 for experimental

field studies), n is the number of focal non-native

species (capped at a maximum value of 100), i is a

score for the type of interaction (1 for A ? B studies,

3 for A $ B studies, 8 for multi-species interactions)

and j is a score for the ecological level (1 for individual

studies, 2 for population studies, 6 for community

studies and 8 for ecosystem studies). Although the

exact value of these weights is somewhat arbitrary, we

consider it reasonable to assign weights based on the

importance of multi-species versus two-species
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interactions and community- or ecosystem-studies

versus studies at the level of individuals or populations

that we outlined in the Introduction. For research

method and ecological level, studies sometimes

applied to more than one category, and the highest

value was used for weight calculations in these cases.

For example, one study might have conducted exper-

iments both in the field and lab; for such cases scores

were not added, but we used the score for the highest,

in this case for experiments conducted in the field.

These scores for calculating w were chosen based on

our interpretation of importance to IMH. In our case,

the weights varied from 3 to 1024 (Appendix Fig. 3).

To avoid inflation of the sample size due to weight

calculations, proportional weights were used by

dividing the separate sum of weights supporting,

questioning or being undecided for a given sub-

hypothesis by the total sum of weights of that sub-

hypothesis. This result was multiplied by the sample

size number of the sub-hypothesis and rounded to

whole numbers (following Maletta 2007; Heger and

Jeschke 2014).

To test whether empirical support differs between

sub-hypotheses, we performed Mann–Whitney

U-tests. Chi square tests were performed to assess

whether results supporting, questioning, or being

undecided deviate from an equal distribution within

each sub-hypothesis. If statistically significant, post-

hoc comparisons between supporting and questioning

studies were carried out.

Results

Of the 150 relevant empirical studies on IMH that we

identified, 63.3% (n = 95) supported the hypothesis,

23.3% (n = 35) questioned it, and 13.3% (n = 20)

were considered undecided, as they showed both

evidence for and against IMH (Appendix Table 3).

When the weights given for the studies were consid-

ered, a similar pattern was found with 63.5% support-

ing, 21.0% questioning, and 15.5% being undecided

(Table 1). The majority of studies were observational

field studies (38.6%, n = 85), followed by experi-

mental field studies (31.8%, n = 70) (Appendix

Fig. 4), and most studies provided quantitative data

together with statistical analyses (90.7%, n = 136).

Analyzing weighted and unweighted data for each

type of interaction separately, A ? B interactions

(n = 58) and multi-species interactions (n = 58)

present the majority of studies supporting IMH, and

for both categories the majority of studies were

supportive. For A $ B (n = 34) there was no statis-

tical difference in the number of studies supporting

and questioning IMH (Fig. 1a, Appendix Table 3 and

Table 1). When sub-hypotheses were divided by

ecological level, most studies still support IMH within

each hierarchical level (Fig. 1b, Appendix Table 3

and Table 1). The majority of studies found were on

individual (44.5%, n = 89) and population levels

(43.5%, n = 87), followed by community level

(10.5%, n = 21); only three studies were done at the

ecosystem level (1.5%). Finally, the support for IMH

considering the effects of the interactions was also

significant for all comparisons, i.e., where more than

five studies were found (Appendix Table 3 and

Table 1).

The HoH illustrates the number of studies and level

of support for different sub-hypotheses (Fig. 2).

Although most sub-hypotheses of IMH are empirically

supported, the A $ B type of interaction at the

population level is not supported for three sub-

hypotheses. At the individual level, studies showing

two species negatively affecting each other’s survival,

growth and/or reproduction constitute the majority in

their category, thus also questioning IMH.

A significantly lower level of support was found for

interacting non-native species that originated from the

same native range as compared to species with no

range overlap and thus no indication for coevolution

(n = 43) (Fig. 1c). However, in nearly half of the

studies (49.7%, n = 75), this information was not

available. When we compared evidence from direct

(52.4%, n = 87) or indirect (33.7%, n = 56) interac-

tions between non-native species, we found no

significant difference (Fig. 1d). In both cases, there

was significantly more weighted evidence supporting

than questioning the hypothesis (Table 2 and Appen-

dix Table 4).

When we take into account particular habitats, we

find that most empirical tests of IMH were carried out

in terrestrial ecosystems (63.1%, n = 94). Freshwater

and marine habitats were studied in only 32 (21.5%)

and 23 (15.4%) tests, respectively. No significant

differences in the level of support were found among

habitats (Fig. 1e, Table 2 and Appendix Table 4). As

for taxonomic groups, plants and algae (39.9%,

n = 89) and invertebrates (37.2%, n = 83) had more

Structuring evidence for invasional meltdown 927
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studies supporting than questioning, whereas for

vertebrates (22.9%, n = 51) there was no significant

difference (Table 2 and Appendix Table 4). Overall,

studies focusing on invertebrates showed a signifi-

cantly higher level of support than those focusing on

vertebrates (Fig. 1f).

Analyzing the temporal pattern of publications on

IMH, we found no clear trend in level of support over

time (Appendix Fig. 5). The increase in number of

publications on IMH seems to follow the general trend

for the discipline of invasion biology (Appendix

Fig. 6).

Discussion

There is high overall support for IMH

The HoH approach allowed us to identify differences

in the number of studies investigating different sub-

hypotheses of IMH as well as differences in the levels

of empirical support. The general results and majority

of sub-hypotheses tested showed an evident domi-

nance of studies supporting IMH. This result was

independent of whether unweighted or weighted data

were used.

We did not observe a ‘‘decline effect’’ where

empirical support declines over time (cf. Jeschke et al.

2012). Such an effect can be caused by publication

bias; for example, supporting evidence is more

interesting and easier to publish at first, but once a

hypothesis has become established and widely used,

questioning evidence becomes more interesting and

easier to publish. It can also be caused by differences

in support for different taxa; for instance, a hypothesis

is first tested for plants where it is generally supported

after which it is tested for other taxonomic groups with

lower support. We have not found such an effect for

IMH. Also, there has been an overall increase in the

number of studies on IMH through time.

Our results contrast with those of Jackson (2015).

However, the two studies are not directly comparable.

Jackson’s meta-analysis was more specific, not cov-

ering all aspects of IMH and thus based on a smaller

Table 1 Weighted evidence from empirical tests supporting,

questioning or being undecided about IMH for each interaction

type, ecological level and effect of interaction with v2 values

for comparison of the distribution of the three categories to an

equal distribution. v2 tests were only conducted for

comparisons with more than five studies. Binomial tests

comparing the proportion of supporting versus questioning

studies were conducted when v2 tests were significant (p \
0.05). Significant values are highlighted in bold

n Supporting (%) Undecided (%) Questioning (%) v2 Binomial test

Total 150 63.5 15.5 21.0 < 0.001 < 0.001

A ? B 58 77.1 9.8 13.1 < 0.001 < 0.001

A $ B 34 51.4 5.7 43.0 0.002 0.723

Multi Spp. 58 64.0 17.6 18.4 < 0.001 < 0.001

Individual 89 58.7 20.6 20.7 < 0.001 < 0.001

Resource 26 72.3 27.7 0.0 < 0.001 < 0.001

Survival/Growth/Reproduction 50 55.3 19.8 24.9 0.002 0.011

Dispersal 12 88.9 8.9 2.2 < 0.001 < 0.001

Impact 6 41.1 0.0 58.9 – –

Population 87 70.9 16.1 13.0 < 0.001 < 0.001

Abundance/Density/Biomass 75 65.5 19.7 14.7 < 0.001 < 0.001

Dispersal 3 92.5 7.5 0.0 – –

Impact 12 97.6 0.0 2.4 < 0.001 < 0.001

Community 21 71.3 8.9 19.8 < 0.001 0.001

Composition 4 58.8 41.2 0.0 – –

Richness 10 87.3 6.9 5.9 0.002 0.011

Diversity 1 100 0.0 0.0 – –

Impact 7 98.3 0.0 1.7 – –

Ecosystem 3 100.0 0.0 0.0 – –
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dataset (n = 57 vs. 150 here). She assessed (1) how

non-natives influence one another, based on data on

non-natives’ performances when living together and

separately from each other, and (2) how non-natives’

interactions affect one another’s ecological impact on

ecosystems. In addition, different criteria to search

papers were used, only interactions of animals were

assessed, and the analyses were done differently

(meta-analysis vs. our approach based on the hierarchy

of hypotheses).

We highlight four studies with high weights in our

analysis supporting IMH (ESM Excel file). Their high

score is attributed to documentation of multiple

species interactions, community- or ecosystem-level

evidence, and for conducting field experiments with

evidence analyzed quantitatively with statistics. First,

Jackson et al. (2014) identified both additive and

synergistic ecosystem effects of non-native crayfishes.

Second, Stanley et al. (2013) studied a network of

beneficial direct and indirect interactions between

Fig. 1 Weighted data on level of empirical support for

a different types of interactions, b ecological level, c non-native

species coevolution, d immediacy of interaction, e habitats, and

f taxonomic focus. Letters above bars indicate significant

differences (U-tests, p\ 0.05). Numbers below bars indicate

sample size

Structuring evidence for invasional meltdown 929
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Argentine ants (Linepithema humile), scale insects

(Saissetia oleae and Parasaissetia nigra) and bone-

seed (Chrysanthemoides monilifera monilifera) that

are invasive in New Zealand, and their negative effects

on the native invertebrate community. Finally, the

combined findings of O’Dowd et al. (2003) and Green

et al. (2011) showed that the mutualism between the

introduced yellow crazy ant (Anoplolepis gracilipes)

and introduced honeydew-secreting scale insects

(Tachardina aurantiaca and Coccus spp.) leads to a

population burst of both species. In addition, the high

abundance of the yellow crazy ant reduces local

populations of the native red land crab, as the invasive

ant kills the native crabs by spraying formic acid over

their eyes and mouthparts. By extirpating the native

crab population, the invasive ant creates an enemy-

free space for the invasive giant African snail. The

native crab is furthermore responsible for regulating

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the hierarchy of hypotheses

(HoH) for IMH. The HoH is structured according to three

criteria: (1) type of interaction (A ? B, A $ B and multi

species interaction); (2) ecological level of evidence (individual,

population, community and ecosystem); and (3) effect of

interaction (resource, survival, growth, reproduction, dispersal,

impact, abundance, density, biomass, composition, richness and

diversity). Color codes indicate levels of empirical support, as

follows: green boxes, n C 5 and[ 50% of weighted evidence

supporting the sub-hypothesis; red boxes, n C 5 and[ 50% of

weighted evidence questioning the subhypothesis; white boxes,

all other cases (all n\ 5, so no comparisons were made here)

Table 2 Weighted evidence from empirical tests supporting,

questioning or being undecided about IMH for non-native

species coevolution, direct and indirect effects, habitats and

taxonomic groups with v2 values for comparison of the

distribution of the three categories to an equal distribution.

Binomial tests comparing the proportion of supporting versus

questioning studies were conducted when v2 tests were

significant (p\ 0.05). Significant values are highlighted in

bold

n Supporting (%) Undecided (%) Questioning (%) v2 Binomial test

With coevolution 33 31.1 48.2 20.7 0.148 –

Without coevolution 43 57.7 28.8 13.5 0.001 < 0.001

Unknown 75 68.3 9.1 22.6 < 0.001 < 0.001

Direct effect 87 76.7 12.6 10.8 < 0.001 < 0.001

Indirect effect 56 67.3 19.8 12.8 < 0.001 < 0.001

Unknown 23 41.0 16.1 42.9 0.269 –

Terrestrial 94 67.1 20.3 12.6 < 0.001 < 0.001

Freshwater 32 70.1 11.8 18.1 < 0.001 0.002

Marine 24 77.6 3.4 18.9 < 0.001 0.002

Plants and algae 89 55.1 20.2 24.78 < 0.001 < 0.001

Invertebrates 83 69.1 10.5 20.4 < 0.001 < 0.001

Vertebrates 51 39.4 15.6 45.0 0.024 0.647
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seedling abundance and litter breakdown, hence the

invasive snail also benefits from increased resources.

Some IMH sub-hypotheses are not empirically

supported

Nonetheless, not all IMH sub-hypotheses are well

supported by currently available evidence, e.g., stud-

ies looking at A $ B interactions (see Fig. 4). There

is much evidence for competition between species,

possibly because for many decades competition was

considered the main force structuring communities

(Elton 1946; Diamond 1975; Ricklefs 1987; Gotelli

and McCabe 2002; Richardson et al. 2000). On the

other hand, there is substantial evidence suggesting

that mutualistic interactions occur frequently among

non-natives (reviewed by Richardson et al. 2000). It is

possible that in the present global change scenario,

positive interactions will increase in importance as

posited by the stress-gradient hypothesis (Bertness and

Callaway 1994; Kawai and Tokeshi 2007; He et al.

2013). The variety of positive A $ B interactions

found in our study (e.g., mycorrhizal associations,

plant–pollinator interactions, ant-scale insects, seed

dispersal) suggests that mutualisms are important in

several invasion scenarios. However, the amount of

evidence gathered so far on mutualism does not

surpass evidence on competition.

Which aspects of IMH are currently not well

addressed?

Ecological level

Although it was highlighted by Simberloff and Von

Holle (1999) and later by Simberloff (2006) that

invasional meltdown is a community-level phe-

nomenon, there is currently scarce available evidence

at this level. Indeed, out of 150 investigations, we

found only 21 studies carried out at the community

level. Still, the IM phenomenon is complex and

information on other levels is of great importance to its

understanding.

In addition to IM, there are many other important

aspects of invasion biology at the community level

(Shea and Chesson 2002; Simberloff 2004). For

example, establishment and population increase of

the non-native species are critical stages of the invasion

process and directly depend on whether the recipient

community provides niche opportunities (Shea and

Chesson 2002). However, community-level phenom-

ena are, in Lawton’s (1999) words, ‘‘orders of magni-

tude more complicated’’ than population dynamics.

Thus, data at individual and population levels can be

more easily collected (together representing 88% of the

IMH studies analyzed here). Our results show that

individual-level evidence is not always in accordance

with population-level evidence for IMH (see A $ B

interaction of Fig. 3a), therefore generalizations across

ecological levels should be done carefully, and future

research should focus on collecting community-level

evidence (Simberloff 2004).

Indirect effects

Positive indirect effects were also poorly represented

in our dataset. A challenge when one investigates

species interactions is that the effect of interactions

might vary along the network of interactions and

across ecological levels. For example, consider an

indirect interaction where one non-native species A

reduces the population of an enemy B of another non-

native species C (Ricciardi 2001; Nuñez et al. 2008). If

enemy B was also non-native and the study would look

only at the direct interaction between A and B, IMH

would be questioned. However, IMH would be

supported when the study includes species C, which

would become indirectly facilitated by species A

thanks to the suppression of its enemy B.

Indirect effects are often difficult to detect and

measure because doing so requires a more complete

look at the multitude of interactions one species might

have within a community; therefore, they are often

neglected (White et al. 2006). Indirect effects might

also yield different interpretations at different ecolog-

ical levels (e.g., Vitule et al. 2012 and references

therein). Diet analysis and an enclosure experiment

showed that a crayfish invasive to Europe consumed a

non-native macrophyte, but on the other hand the

macrophyte increased in biomass when the crayfish

was present because the crayfish excluded macrophyte

competitors (Chucholl 2013). In this case, a negative

interaction was present at the individual level (mea-

sured as the presence of the non-native macrophyte in

stomach contents), but a stronger positive outcome

was observed at the population level (measured as the

increase in biomass of the same non-native

macrophyte).
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Habitats and taxonomy

Our results on habitats showed a predominance of

studies in terrestrial systems. This bias is not restricted

to IMH, as it follows the general pattern in invasion

biology (Jeschke et al. 2012; Lowry et al. 2013). A

better representation of aquatic habitats is important

because they are known to host a large number of non-

native species and are under severe threat from

invasion, particularly freshwater systems (Dudgeon

et al. 2006; Havel et al. 2015; Gallardo et al. 2016).

The high level of support for all habitats but the small

number of studies in marine environments strengthens

the need for underrepresented marine habitats to be

studied.

We also found a taxonomic bias in the studies, as

the majority focused on plants and terrestrial insects

(see Pyšek et al. 2008; Jeschke et al. 2012 for similar

results). Probably this bias is related to the ease of data

collection for insect–plant interactions and the wide

variety of positive interactions between them naturally

(e.g., pollination). Studies on vertebrates showed

lower support for IMH. We suspect this is due to the

high number of consumptive and competitive interac-

tions detected and to the fact that these interactions are

more conspicuous than facilitative ones (Bertness and

Callaway 1994), which is particularly important when

one is studying large mobile organisms such as

vertebrates.

Why do not more studies produce ‘strong

evidence’ for IMH?

Despite the high level of support that we found for

IMH overall, the majority of studies were not designed

to test the hypothesis. Supporting information comes

mainly from secondary results. For example, analyz-

ing which species of bird dispersed seeds of an

invasive shrub and if the seeds were viable after gut

passage, Bartuszevige and Gorchov (2006) identified a

non-native species as an important viable seed

disperser. Their aim was not to evaluate IMH, but

they found an important positive interaction between

two non-native species, therefore supporting IMH. A

shift towards replicated experimental designs is

paramount to infer causal relationships between

species interactions and the increasing rate of inva-

sions and/or the synergistic impact upon the native

community (Oksanen 2001).

A lack of studies on invasion rates

According to the original IMH, the ultimate commu-

nity effect would be the accelerating rate of invasion

resulting from species introductions and facilitations

(Simberloff 2006; Von Holle 2011). Despite its

importance for IMH, there are almost no studies with

information on invasion rates (an exception is Won-

ham and Pachepsky 2006). This gap can be filled with

long-term monitoring of species invasions. For exam-

ple, Tecco et al. (2006) found higher non-native

species richness under the canopy of a non-native

shrub than under natives. If this is an ongoing process,

long-term monitoring might reveal an increasing rate

of invasions (see also Seebens et al. 2017).

Is co-evolution necessary for IM?

It has been hypothesized that coevolution might be

important for IM, where non-native species should be

more likely to facilitate coevolved species compared

to native species (DeVanna et al. 2011), although this

idea was not present in the original formulation by

Simberloff and Von Holle (1999) (see also Simberloff

2006; Von Holle 2011). In these cases, coevolved

species would more likely be involved in mutualistic

interactions with species that they already interacted

with in their native range. The importance of coevo-

lution for IM remains a current question (Jackson

2015). In our analysis, studies on coevolved non-

native species showed lower support for IMH than

studies on non-native species that did not coevolve

(Fig. 1c). This agrees with Verdú et al. (2012) and

Valiente-Banuet and Verdú (2013) who showed that

facilitation is more common among distantly related

species (i.e., species that have evolved separately).

Hence, increasing phylogenetic distance among two

species would result in larger facilitation, hence

coevolution does not automatically favor an IM

scenario. The level of eco-evolutionary experience

(sensu Saul et al. 2013; Saul and Jeschke 2015) (i.e.,

adaptations accumulated during evolution to biotic

interactions in a species’ native range) that the non-

native species has is likely more important to the

outcome of the new interaction. A high level of eco-

evolutionary experience will favor IM only if previous

interactions with archetypes of interaction partners

were positive (Saul et al. 2013).
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Recommendations for future research

The fact that certain interacting species cause an

invasional meltdown leading to wide community effects

makes IMH an important research topic. However, we

need to better understand how general and widespread

IM is among taxa and environments, and which aspects

of IMH are particularly common. A deeper knowledge

of IM is crucial to further develop the hypothesis and

direct future studies. We suggest that future studies

focus on multi-species interactions at the community or

ecosystem level, ultimately linking interactions to the

increasing number of non-native species.

A next step would also be to link the HoH approach

with formal meta-analytical tools. A challenge here is

that it is not clear to what degree effect sizes are

comparable across sub-hypotheses, taxonomic groups,

ecological levels and spatiotemporal scales. This

general question needs to be tackled. At least for

given sub-hypotheses and given scales, combining the

HoH approach with formal meta-analytical tools will

be useful and should be explored in the future.

In conclusion, IMH appears to be widely supported

along a wide array of habitats and organisms, but cases

where a link between positive interactions and syner-

gistic negative impacts, or increasing rates of invasion

have been found are still rare. The HoH presented here

can be continually updated, and thus progress in

research on IMH can be monitored. An extended HoH

for IMH is planned to be included in an online portal

jointly with HoHs for other hypotheses. In this way, all

researchers, managers and other interested people can

access continually updated information about major

hypotheses in invasion biology and other disciplines.
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Appendix

See Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 and Tables 3 and 4.

Fig. 3 Number of studies in different weight categories

Fig. 4 Percentage of

studies using different

research methods. Numbers

above bars indicate sample

sizes
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Fig. 5 Weighted data on level of empirical support over time.

Letters above bars indicate significant differences (U-tests,

p\ 0.05)

Fig. 6 Number of studies

on IMH (red line) compared

to number of studies on

invasion biology (blue line)

indexed on the ISI Web of

Science database

Table 3 Unweighted evidence from empirical tests support-

ing, questioning or being undecided about IMH for each

interaction type, ecological level and effect of interaction with

v2 values for comparison of the distribution of the three

categories to an equal distribution. v2 tests were only

conducted for comparisons with more than five studies.

Binomial tests comparing the proportion of supporting versus

questioning studies were conducted when v2 tests were

significant (p\ 0.05). Significant values are highlighted in

bold

N Supporting (%) Undecided (%) Questioning (%) v2 Binomial test

Total 150 63.3 13.3 23.3 < 0.001 < 0.001

A ? B 58 74.1 10.3 15.5 < 0.001 < 0.001

A $ B 34 52.9 5.9 41.2 0.002 0.479

Multi Spp. 58 58.6 20.7 20.7 < 0.001 0.001

Individual 89 60.7 13.5 25.8 < 0.001 < 0.001

Resource 26 84.6 15.4 0.0 < 0.001 < 0.001
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